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Abstract 
MDD (Model Driven Development) is finding increasing acceptance in the development of 
complex systems as enabler of significant reuse and higher degree of automation. 
Distributed simulation (DS) systems are inherently complex due to theirintrinsic concurrency, 
the required interoperability and the intricacies of currently available DS platforms. 
MDD provides a promising approach for effectively supporting the development of DS 
systems of higher quality at largely reduced time, effort and cost. 
The tutorial first introduces the MDD principles and standards, by highlighting the challenges 
and opportunities of applying a MDD process in the field of DS system development. 
Two approaches are then illustrated, the former carrying out a conventional MDD process 
based on MDA (Model Driven Architecture) standards and tools, the latter exploiting a 
simulation-enabled MDD process based on the SimArch layered architecture. 
The two presented approaches will be described by use of example applications and 
eventually compared to show the benefits of using the simulation-enabled approach with 
respect to the conventional one. 
 

Speaker'sbio 
Andrea D'Ambrogio is associate professor of computer science at the Faculty of Engineering 
of the University of Roma "Tor Vergata", Roma (Italy), where he teaches courses of software 
engineering and distributed simulation for graduate and PhD students in computer science 
and Internet engineering. He is Deputy Director of thepost graduate one-yearcourse in 
"Systems Engineering", recently establishedat the University of Roma TorVergata. 
Andrea D'Ambrogio's research interests are in the software engineering field, specifically in 
the areas of engineering and validation of system performance and dependability, model-
driven systemsand software engineering, and distributed and web-based simulation. 
In such areas he has authored several journal/conference papers and has served as member 
of the program committee of international conferences such as IEEE WETICE, ACM WOSP, 
ACM ICPE, SCS/ACM/IEEE TMS/DEVS, ACM PADS and SIMUTools. He has been general chair 
of IEEE WETICE 2008 and program chair of SCS/ACM/IEEE TMS/DEVS 2012. In 2010 he 
started theIEEE International Workshop on Collaborative Modeling and Simulation(CoMetS) 
and in 2011 the SCS/ACM/IEEE International Workshop on   Model-drivenApproaches for 
Simulation Engineering (Mod4Sim), whichisnowatitsthirdedition. 
He is member of IEEE, IEEE Computer Society, ACM, SCS and INCOSE. 


